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Abstract: The graft copolymer with semi-interpenetrating polymer networks (semi-IPNs) from 2-hydroxyethyl 
methacrylate (HEMA) and natural rubber (NR) latex was prepared using cumene hydroperoxide and tetraethylene 
pentamine redox initiator system. The changes of grafting ratios and grafting efficiency with the reaction time and 
temperature, the concentration of crosslinking agent, initiator and monomer were investigated. The appropriate 
amounts of crosslinking agent (0.1phr), initiator (0.2phr) and monomer (20phr) and the optimum reaction conditions 
of 16°C×8h were determined. The swelling temperature and times of monomers against NR latex particles were found 
to be significant for the grafting copolymerization and the appropriate swelling conditions were 16°C×20h. The water 
contact angle measurement and platelet adhesion evaluation indicated that the hydrophilicity and blood compatibility 
of NR latex could be improved by grafting copolymerization with HEMA.

Keywords: Natural rubber latex, graft copolymerization, 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate, redox initiator system, 
hydrophilicity and blood compatibility.

Introduction

The chemical modification is a main way to endow 
natural rubber (NR) with new physical and chemical 
properties and thus extends its applications. To date, 
many methods such as substitution[1], addition[2,3], cyclo-
addition[4,5], electro-cyclic reaction and the “ene”[6] 

reaction, have been attempted to prepare a series of NR 
derivatives such as hydrogenated NR, epoxidized NR, 
chlorinated NR, cyclised NR and graft copolymerized 
NR. These modifications have not only been directed 
towards the enhancement of certain characteristic 
properties of NR, but also to introduce totally new 
properties not usually associated with it.

Among these derivatives from NR, the graft 
copolymerization of vinyl monomers towards NR is 
always an important research direction, because this 
method not only maintains the intrinsic properties of 
NR, but also exhibits the characteristic properties of 
the homopolymer formed from the monomer being 
used. In fact, only the commercialized productions 
of graft copolymerization of vinyl monomers with 
NR latex have been achieved till today. During the 
past century, quite a lot of monomers have been 
investigated to graft copolymerized with NR in latex 
form directly or in solutions. These monomers include 
methyl methacrylate[7-11], styrene[12-15], vinyl acetate, 
acrylonitrile[16,17], acrylamide, methyl acrylamide[18], 
dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate[19,20], 2-hydroxyethyl 
m e t h a c r y l a t e ( H E M A ) [ 2 1 ] , f l u o r o - a l k y l e t h y l 
metracrylate[22] and so on. Considering the benefit to 

the environment, the graft copolymerization conducted 
directly in NR latex is more available. And the NR latex 
seeded emulsion polymerizations have been investigated 
extensively. However, it seems only the NR latex 
composites prepared from the graft copolymerization of 
methyl methacrylate and styrene have been successfully 
used as adhesives, paints and toughening agents for 
thermoplastics.

As the NR latex is a typical renewable resource 
and exhibits excellent film-forming ability, resilience, 
flexibility and wet-gel strength, it is still the dominated 
material for the productions of medical devices 
such as medical gloves, catheters and condoms even 
if the synthetic polymers such as silicone rubber, 
polyethylene, polytetrafluoroethylene and polyvinyl 
chloride are also the available ones. However, although 
the NR itself has good biocompatibility, the non-rubber 
components in NR latex greatly influence the utilizing 
safety of those medical products made from NR 
latex. In aim to eliminate the influences of non-rubber 
components, many methods have been tried to reduce 
the non-rubber contents. However, as the non-rubber 
components are the key matters on the colloid stability 
and technological behaviour of latex, the decrement in 
non-rubber contents will affect the colloid stability and 
technological behaviour of NR latex. In recent decades, 
the surface modifications of NR latex films through the 
graft copolymerization of vinyl monomers[23-26] and the 
immobilization of phospholipid[27] have been conducted 
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to improve the biocompatibility of medical devices. The 
coatings formed onto the surfaces of NR latex films are 
beneficial to prevent the non-rubber components and 
residual compounding agents from diffusing towards the 
surfaces of NR latex films. In addition, some of the coatings 
are of good biocompatibility. However, the difference of 
mechanical properties between the immobilized coatings 
and rubber matrix will reduce the utilizing life of the 
products. And the irregular shape of medical devices will 
also lead to un-homogeneous coatings. Therefore, the 
improvement of the biocompatibility of medical device 
made from NR latex is still a challenge problem.

As the monomer HEMA is well known for the 
excellent hydrophilicity and biocompatibility and 
the poly(HEMA) also exhibits outstanding tissue 
compatibility due to the similarity of physical properties 
to human tissues, the NR composite latex is expected 
to be improved in hydrophilicity and biocompatibility 
by grafting copolymerization with HEMA. This will be 
an available method to improve the biocompatibility of 
medical devices from raw materials.

Recently, the graft copolymer of natural rubber (NR) 
and 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) was prepared 
by adding 5 phr of HEMA with 0.15mol% of initiator at 
60°C×90 min[21]. As reported, the grafting ratio was only 
about 8.35%. Because the water soluble HEMA intends 
to partition in serum especially in high temperatures and 
exhibits low swelling efficiency against NR latex particles, 
it is very difficult to achieve the graft copolymerization 
of HEMA with NR latex particles. To improve the 
grafting ratio by increasing the monomer dosage, the 
colloid stability of latex composite would be reduced 
under a routine technology of grafting copolymerization. 
Furthermore, only the peeling strength was investigated 
when the latex composite was used as adhesive in this 
paper. In this work, the graft copolymerization of HEMA 
with NR latex was investigated to increase the grafting 
ratio by improving the reaction conditions. And the 
hydrophilicity and anti-coagulation behaviour against 
blood were also evaluated.

Experimental

Materials

NR latex used was commercial high-ammonia NR 
latex concentrate with a dry rubber content (DRC) of 
60wt%. The monomer (HEMA, purity of 99wt%) with 
hydroquinone monomethyl ether (MEHQ) as inhibitor 
was purchased from Tokyo Kasei Kogyo Co. Ltd., Japan. 
The cumene hydroperoxide (CHPO, purity of 80wt%), 
tetraethylene-pentamine (TEPA, purity of 80wt%) and 
tetraethylene-glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA, purity 
of 99wt%) were purchased from Aldrich.

Preparation of NR-g-HEMA

The graft copolymerization of HEMA and NR 
latex was conducted in a 500mL glass reactor through 
seeded emulsion polymerization. NR latex (100g) was 
charged into the reactor and then the HEMA, CHPO and 
TEGDMA were added successively by stirring. NR latex 

was swollen with the HEMA for 24h at the corresponding 
reaction temperature before the TEPA was added. The 
mixture was diluted to a total solid content of 20wt% with 
distilled water and then allowed to react at 10-20°C for 
the time required. After the completion of the reaction, 
the latex was coagulated with 5wt% acetic acid and 
the coagulum was washed with distilled water at room 
temperature for 24h to remove the un-grafted monomers 
and then was subjected to Soxhlet extraction using ethanol 
for extracting un-grafted homopolymers poly(HEMA). 
The gross copolymer was recovered and dried to constant 
mass in an oven at 70°C. The variable factors for the graft 
copolymerization are shown in Table 1. The grafting ratio 
(G) and grafting efficiency (GE) were calculated using 
the following relationships:

1 0

0
(%) 100

W W
G

W
−

= ×  (1)

1 0

0
(%) 100

W W
GE

W W
−

= ×
−

 (2)

Where W
0
 is the dry weight of NR latex, W and 

W
1
 are the weights of the dried sample before and after 

extraction, respectively.
The NR-g-HEMA latex was cast at room temperature 

in an open glass tray to obtain a film with final thickness 
of ca.1.5mm. Once dried naturally, the film was rinsed 
with distilled water for 24h to remove the un-grafted 
HEMA monomers and subjected to Soxhlet extraction for 
24h to remove un-grafted HEMA homopolymer. Then the 
film was air-dried for the subsequent analyses.

FTIR analyses

The ATR-FTIR analyses of NR-g-HEMA latex film 
surfaces were performed on a TENSOR 27 spectrometer 
using a ZnSe crystal with multi-reflection mode. The 
scanning frequency is 16 and the spectral resolution 
is 4 cm–1. The incident angle is 45°. The spectra were 
recorded in the range of 4000 cm–1 to 600 cm–1.

Measurements of static water contact angles and water 
absorption ratio

The measurements of static water contact angles of 
NR-g-HEMA latex films were performed on a SL200B 
telescopic goniometer at 25±1°C and 50%±5% relative 
humidity. Meanwhile, the surface energy of NR-g-
HEMA latex films was also calculated using the following 
equation:

2( )cos 1 2 S L S

L
e−β γ −γγ

θ + =
γ  (3)

Table 1. Factors for copolymerization.

Parameters Variable

HEMA amount (phr) 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0

TEGDMA amount (phr) 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12

CHPO amount (phr) 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24

TEPA amount (phr) 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24

Reaction temperature (°C) 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0

Reaction time(h) 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0
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where, γ
L 

and γ
S
 are surface energy of distilled water 

and NR-g-HEMA latex films respectively, and γ
L
 is set 

to72 mN/m. θ is the contact angle and β is a constant and 
is set to 0.0001247 (mN/m)–2 according to Ref [28].

The NR-g-HEMA latex films with known weights 
were immersed in distilled water for 48h at ambient 
temperature (25°C). Then the swollen films were removed 
and blotted dry between two pieces of filter paper before 
weighing. The water absorption ratio (S) was calculated 
as:

1 0

0
(%) 100

W W
S

W
−

= ×  (4)

where W
0
 and W

1
 are the weights of sample before and 

after immersion in water, respectively.

Determination of particle sizes and distributions

The particle sizes and distributions of NR-g-HEMA 
latex were determined on a Malvern Master Sizer 2000 
and the particle sizes from 0.02 to 20µm were recorded.

Evaluation of platelet adhesion

The films of NR latex and NR-g-HEMA latex with   
grafting ratio of 14.0% were washed with distilled 
water and PBS (pH=7.4) and contacted with freshly 
concentrated human platelet-rich plasma (PRP) at 37°C 
for 2h. Then the films were rinsed with PBS to remove 
un-adhered platelets and treated with 2.5% glutaraldehyde 
for 1h at ambient temperature. After washed with PBS, 
the films were dehydrated by immersing systematically 
in a series ethnol-water solutions (50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 
in v/v) for 30min each and allowed to evaporated at room 
temperature. The platelet attached surfaces were observed 
on a Philips XL30 scanning electronic microscope (SEM) 
after having gold-coated for 2 minutes in an Hitachi 
E-1010 gold sputter (Hitachi, Japan).

Results and Discussion

Swelling of NR latex with HEMA

It is well known that the vinyl monomers have to 
contact with and swell NR latex particles sufficiently 
before the graft copolymerization proceeds. As NR 
latex is a colloid with NR latex particles (rubber phase) 
dispersing into serum (water phase), the oil-soluble 
monomers such as methyl methacrylate (MMA) and 
styrene (St) intend to partition in rubber phase and swell 
NR latex particles sufficiently in 1h at room temperature. 
Thus, the graft copolymerization of MMA and St with 
NR latex initiated by a redox initiating system can be 
carried out easily. However, the water soluble HEMA 
intends to partition in serum and exhibits low swelling 
efficiency against NR latex particles. Therefore, it is 
very difficult to achieve the graft copolymerization of 
HEMA with NR latex particles. In this work, it was tried 
to increase the swelling efficiency of HEMA against NR 
latex particles by reducing the swelling temperature and 
prolonging the swelling time. The results indicate that 
the NR latex particles could be swollen sufficiently for 

the subsequent graft copolymerization by reducing the 
temperature below 20°C and prolonging the swelling 
time to 20h. However, NR latex could be clotted by 
freezing if the swelling temperature was lower than 10°C. 
As the subsequent grafting copolymerization reaction 
could be conducted properly at about 16°C, the swelling 
procedures of NR latex with HEMA were carried out at 
16°C in the following experiments. At this temperature, 
the NR latex should be swollen for 20h at least. Or else, 
there was nearly no HEMA having grafted onto NR 
molecules. The swelling times were further prolonged to 
24h in our work actually to ensure the swelling efficiency.

Effect of reaction temperature and time

The reaction temperature imposes a strong effect on 
the grafting copolymerization of HEMA with NR latex. 
The HEMA can be polymerized with a redox initiator 
system rapidly even at room temperature, which will 
reduce the grafting ratio of HEAM onto NR molecules 
greatly. In addition, the formation of great amounts of 
homopolymers will reduce the stability of NR latex and 
even lead to the coagulation of NR latex because of the 
water hydrophilic and water absorbing performances of 
poly(HEMA). Reducing reaction temperature is beneficial 
to the partitioning of HEMA in rubber phase and thus the 
polymerization rate of HEAM to form homopolymers 
can be reduced.

In this work, the reaction temperature was reduced 
below 20°C and the changes of G(%) and GE(%) with 
reaction temperature analyzed from 14°C to 20°C. As 
shown in Figure 1, the G(%) and GE(%) increased when 
the reaction temperature was risen from 14°C to 16°C and 
then decreased when the temperature was further risen to 
20°C. Therefore, the reaction temperature of 16°C was 
selected.

The G(%) and GE(%) as a function of reaction time 
was investigated over 4 to 10h, by fixing the concentration 
of HEMA, CHPO, TEGDMA and TEPA at 20phr, 0.2phr, 
0.1phr and 0.2phr by weight, respectively. NR latex was 
swollen with HEMA at 16°C for 24h and subsequently 

Figure 1. Effect of reaction temperature on grafting ratio 
G(%) and grafting efficiency GE(%). HEMA: 20phr; CHPO: 
0.2phr; TEGDMA: 0.1phr; TEPA: 0.2phr; TS: 20wt%; Swelling 
conditions: 16°C×24h; Reaction time: 8h.
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reacted at 16°C for 8h. The result is presented in 
Figure 2. It can be seen that the G(%) increased slightly 
by prolonging reaction time from 4h to 8h and increased 
to 14% by prolonging reaction time to 8h. Then the 
curve almost paralleled to time axis after 8h. And at the 
same time, the GE(%) decreased due to the increasing 
conversion of free homopolymers. Thus, the reaction time 
was determined as 8h in this work.

Effect of TEGDMA concentration

It seems impossible to conduct the graft 
copolymerization of HEMA with NR latex unless 
crosslinking agent TEGDMA was added into the latex. 
The effect of TEGDMA concentration on G(%) and 
GE(%) was investigated over the range of 0.06 to 0.12phr 
by keeping the concentration of all other reagents 
constant. The swelling and reaction conditions were 
16°C×24h and 16°C×8h, respectively. From Figure 3 it 
can be seen that G(%) increased rapidly with TEGDMA 

level increasing from 0.06 to 0.1phr and then slightly 
decreased with TEGDMA amount increasing to 0.12phr.

TEGDMA is commonly used as a crosslinking agent 
to form the semi-interpenetrating polymer networks 
(semi-IPNs) which can be prepared by dissolving a 
preformed linear polymer in the mixture of hydrophilic 
monomer and cross-linking agent. In this way, a synthetic 
network was formed around primary polymer chains.

Effect of monomer concentration

The effect of monomer concentration on G(%) and 
GE(%) was investigated from 12 to 24 phr at the fixed 
concentration of other agents. The NR latex was swollen 
with HEMA at 16°C for 24h and subsequently reacted 
at 16°C for 8h. It can be seen from Figure 4 that G(%) 
increased with the increase in HEMA amount. But 
GE(%) was slightly decreased when the HEMA amount 
got to 24 phr.

It should be noted that the stability of NR latex would 
reduce dramatically when the HEMA amount was larger 
than 24phr. In addition, the film-forming performance 
of NR-g-HEMA latex was poorer than that of NR latex 
and decreased gradually with the increment of G(%), 
due to the hydrophilic property of poly(HEMA). In fact, 
the coagula yielded by coagulating NR-g-HEMA latex 
with acetic or formic acid were cohesionless particles, 
but could cohere together after dried. Thus, the proper 
amount of HEMA was selected as 20phr in this work.

Effect of initiator concentration

The effect of initiator concentration on G(%) and 
GE(%) was discussed over the range of 0.12 to 0.24 phr 
by keeping the amount of monomer and other agents 
constant. The result was presented in Figure 5. The value 
of G(%) increased obviously by increasing initiator level 
from 0.12phr to 0.2phr, and then the increasing trend 
became less significant by further increasing initiator 
concentration to 0.24phr. This can be explained by the 
mechanism of graft copolymerization which had been 

Figure 2. Effect of reaction time on grafting ratio G(%) and 
grafting efficiency GE(%). HEMA: 20phr; CHPO: 0.2phr; 
TEGDMA: 0.1phr; TEPA: 0.2phr; TS: 20wt%; Swelling 
conditions: 16°C ×24h; Reaction temperature: 16°C.

Figure 3. Effect of TEGDMA concentration on grafting ratio 
G(%) and grafting efficiency GE(%). HEMA: 20phr; CHPO: 
0.2phr; TEPA: 0.2phr; TS: 20wt%; Swelling conditions: 16°C 
×24h; Reaction conditions: 16°C×8h.

Figure 4. Effect of monomer concentration on grafting ratio 
G(%) and grafting efficiency GE(%). CHPO: 0.2phr; TEGDMA: 
0.1phr; TEPA: 0.2phr; TS: 20wt%; Swelling conditions: 16°C 
×24h; Reaction conditions: 16°C×8h.
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studied by many authors. CHPO can be decomposed by 
TEPA to form free radical whose function is to abstract 
α-H from NR molecules and thus produce active site 
on the backbone of NR molecules. The number of such 
active sites increases as the initiator amount increases. 
At a lower level of CHPO, the homopolymerization of 
HEMA was predominated over grafting due to the lower 
number of active sites, leading to a relatively low G(%). 
On the contrary, more active sites can be generated at a 
higher level of CHPO, thus the grafted copolymers were 
formed more readily than the homopolymers, leading to 
a higher G(%).

These features also can be confirmed by determining 
the particle sizes and distribution of NR-g-HEMA latex 
(Figure 6). It can be seen that the particle size distribution 
curve of NR latex exhibited a unimodal distribution 
pattern with particle sizes varying from 0.36µm to 
1.66µm (curve-e in Figure 6), whereas those of modified 
latex were much wide and could be bimodal or unimodal 
depending on the CHPO level. When the CHPO amount 
was less than 0.2phr, the homopolymerization of HEMA 

was so obvious that the bimodal particle size distribution 
curves of modified latex (curve-a, curve-b and curve-c 
in Figure 6) could be formed. Only when the CHPO 
amount increased to 0.24phr, the unimodal particle-
size distribution curve could be determined (curve-d in 
Figure 6). It is obvious that the grafting copolymerization 
can be promoted by increasing the CHPO amount.

In addition to the particle size distribution, the CHPO 
amount also exhibited influence on particle sizes of 
NR-g-HEMA latex. From Figure 6 it can be seen that 
the particle sizes of NR-g-HEMA latex decreased as 
the CHPO amount increased. The particle size depends 
on the chain length of poly(HEMA) grafted onto NR 
molecules. It is probable that the monomers were grafted 
onto NR molecules by propagations to form relatively 
long poly(HEMA) molecules at low level of CHPO. 
By increasing the initiator amount, more reactive sites 
could be formed on NR molecules and thus the relatively 
short poly(HEMA) molecules might graft onto NR latex 
molecules. As a result, the NR-g-HEMA latex particle 
sizes decreased slightly with the particle size distribution 
shifting towards that of NR latex. The increases of latex 
particle sizes further indicated that the HEMA had been 
grafted onto NR latex successfully.

FTIR-ATR analyses

The NR-g-HEMA molecular structure was 
characterized by using FTIR-ATR. As illustrated in 
Figure 7, the ATR-FTIR spectrum of NR-g-HEMA latex 
film was different from that of NR latex. The characteristic 
peaks of cis-1,4 polyisoprene, at 2960 cm–1, 2927 cm–1, 
2852cm–1 (C–H stretching), 1661 cm–1 (C=C stretching), 
1448 cm–1 (C–H deformation of –CH

2
–), 1376 cm–1 (C–H 

deformation of –CH
3
) and 835cm–1 (C–H deformation 

of C= C–H), could be contributed to NR molecules[25,26]. 
In the spectrum of NR-g-HEMA latex film, however, 
in addition to absorption peaks of cis-1,4 polyisoprene, 
the absorption peak of C=O stretching of poly(HEMA) 
at 1722cm–1 was observed obviously, indicating that the 
poly(HEMA) molecules had been introduced onto NR 
molecules successfully.

Figure 5. Effect of initiator concentration on grafting ratio G(%) 
and grafting efficiency GE(%). HEMA: 20phr; TEGDMA: 
0.1phr; TEPA: 0.2phr; TS: 20wt%; Swelling conditions: 16°C 
×24h; Reaction conditions: 16°C×8h.

Figure 7. FTIR-ATR spectra of latex films. (a) NR latex; (b) NR-
g-HEMA latex.

Figure 6. Distribution curves of latex particles. (a) CHPO: 
0.12phr; (b) CHPO: 0.16phr; (c) CHPO: 0.2phr; (d) CHPO: 
0.24phr; (e) NR latex.
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Figure 9. SEM micrographs of platelet adhesion on latex film surface. (a) NR latex; (b) 5% NR-g-HEMA latex; (c) 9.2% NR-g-HEMA 
latex; (d) 14% NR-g-HEMA latex;

Figure 8. The water contact angle. (a) NR; (b) 9.2% NR-g-HEMA; (c) 14% NR-g-HEMA; (d) 16.2% NR-g-HEMA.

288 Polímeros, vol. 24, n. 3, p. 283-290, 2014
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Effects of grafting ratio on water contact angle and 
water absorption ratio

The NR-g-HEMA latex films with different grafting 
ratios were prepared to determine the static water contact 
angles. As shown in Figure 8, the water contact angle of NR 
latex film was about 97°. After grafted with poly(HEMA), 
the water contact angle of NR-g-HEMA latex film 
decreased gradually with the increase of G(%) due to the 
hydrophilicity of poly(HEMA) and could be reduced to 
about 68° as the G(%) was up to 16.2%. Meanwhile, the 
surface energy was also estimated and the results were 
shown in Table 2. The surface energy almost linearly 
increased as the G(%) rising, which can be explained by 
the improvement of NR-g-HEMA latex film’s polarity 
and hydrophilicity. The results clearly demonstrated that 
it is possible to improve the hydrophilicity of NR latex 
film through grafting copolymerization of with HEMA. 
This result was further confirmed by measuring the water 
absorption ratio S(%) of NR-g-HEMA latex film. As 
shown in Table 2, the S(%) of NR-g-HEMA latex film 
increased as the G(%) increased and could be as high as 
22.93% when the G(%) of NR-g-HEMA latex was up to 
16.2%, which was 6 times higher than that of NR latex 
film.

Platelet adhesion behaviour of NR-g-HEMA latex film

Figure 9 shows the SEM photos of platelet adhesions 
onto the films of NR latex and NR-g-HEMA latex. It 
can be seen that there were a large number of platelets 
adhered on the surface of NR latex film, and some of 
platelets were distorted with pseudopodia or even became 
flat. However, the number of adhered platelets on the NR-
g-HEMA latex film decreased greatly with the grafting 
ratio up to 14%, and the platelets were disk shaped. The 
result indicated that the blood compatibility of NR latex 
film could be improved by grafting copolymerization 
with HEMA.

Conclusion

HEMA could be grafted copolymerization with NR 
latex using CHPO and TEPA as a redox initiator system. 
The appropriate amounts of crosslinking agent, initiator 
and monomer were 0.1phr, 0.2 phr and 20phr, respectively, 
and the optimum reaction conditions were 16°C×8h. The 
water contact angle measurement and platelet adhesion 
evaluation indicated that the NR-g-HEMA latex had 
higher hydrophilicity and blood compatibility compared 
to the original natural rubber, which would extend the 
uses of NR in producing medical articles.
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